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TURNING-POINTS OF POST-COMMUNIST

TRANSITION: LESSONS FROM THE CASE OF ESTONIA*

Andrus PARK

In what follows I will attempt to identify some turning-points of post-
communist democratic transition, focusing on the case of Estonia. More

specifically I shall argue that the Estonian example allows one to identify
some of the turning-points of post-communist democratic transition as the

start of the revolution from above, the revolt of the intellectuals, the

‘calendar riots’, the emergence of the opposition mass movement, the

transition to pluralist quasi-parliament, the symbolic destruction of the old

regime, the first democratic constitution, the first democratic elections and

the first reverse shift.

The list of those tuming-points is obviously neither complete, nor

universal. Although much more research is needed to assess the

applicability of the proposed scheme to other instances of post-communist
transition in the former USSR and in Eastern Europe, with certain

modifications the scheme is also applicable to a number of other cases.

There are now informative descriptive accounts of the Estonian

developments, available in English.? 2 This is one of the reasons why I do

not attempt here to offer a condensed chronicle of the most important
events in Estonia. My primary interest is not description, but

conceptualization. Let me stress also that the following scheme will focus

on the turning-points of anti-communist revolution and democratic

transition in Estonia, paying somewhat less attention to Estonia’s

transition to independence which I have tried to tackle elsewhere.?

TURNING-POINTS AND TRANSITIONS

I rely here mostly on the intuitive understanding of the expression
‘turning-point’. In more explanatory terms, I assume that the turning —

points are significant and relatively rapid changes, that mark the

beginnings of some qualitatively distinctive periods — phases — in the

development ofpolitical systems.Those turning-points are often identified

* Originally published in Governmentand Opposition, 1994, 29, 3, 403-413.
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as ’historic landmarks’ or ’milestones’, and they may be riots, elections,
formations of the political parties and movements, important declarations, etc.

It is certainly true that ’there were many turning points in the East

European Revolution’,* and the same can be said also about events in the

former USSR.

Alexander Motyl has argued that the vocabulary for the study of
’Sovietized nations’ should include а{ least such words as ’empire’,
’state’,’political economy’, ’transition’, and ’revolution’.’ Let me

comment briefly on a couple of concepts from this list.

I use here the expression ’post-communist transition’ to describe not

only the developments after the collapse of communist regimes, but also to

cover the changes that took place in the USSR under Gorbachev’s

perestroika, i.e. before the formal end of the CPSU-dominated

government.® *Transition’ is interpreted here as a generic term in relation
to ’revolution’: every revolution is a transition, but not every slow and

gradual transition is a revolution.
There is an ample variety of definitions of social revolutions. Theda

Skocpol understands revolutions as ’rapid, basic transformations of a

society’s state and class structures, accompanied and in part carried

through by class-based revolts from below’.” Some authors focus on more

political variables and define revolution as a ’planned, organized, openly
publicized attempt by a nonelite, predominantly civilian, armed group to

overthrow a regime and assume state power’,® or as a ’destruction of an

independent state by members of its own society and its replacement by a

regime, based on new political principles’.’ Perhaps the best definition of

revolution in political terms is offered by Charles Tilly for whom

revolution is ’a forcible transfer of power over a state in the course of

which at least two distinct blocs of contenders make incompatible claims
to control the state and some significant portion of the population subject
to the state’s jurisdiction acquiesces in the claims of each bloc’.l°

Like most other complex notions in social theory, the concept of

revolution may be interpreted in many different and equally adequate
ways. I use here the word ’revolution’ in a quite narrow political sense,

assuming that it is a relatively rapid transition from one type of state (or
political regime) to another, accompanied by the exceptionally large-scale
mass demonstrations, public meetings, and other forms of the unusually
intensive direct participation of enormous masses of people in the

overthrow of the old political order. Armed revolts and civil (as well as

interstate) wars may also occur in the course of revolutions, but I do not

consider the revolts and wars (or violence in general) to be the necessary
conditions of revolutions.

The changes that are going on in Estonia since 1985 can be described as

a generally non-violent, anti-communist and democratic revolution. This

revolution is a relatively rapid transition from a communist totalitarian to a

fragile democratic regime, accompanied by mass demonstrations and other

manifestations of revolutionary change. Most of the main political
institutions and principal political practices of the old Soviet Estonia (the
Communist state-party system of government; rubber-stamp ’parliament’,
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nomenklatura-system of the ’cadres policy’; non-competitive ’elections’;
KGB; severe restrictions on international movement of people; political
censorship of the media, arts, and sciences; party-subordinated courts and
trials of dissidents; etc.) disappeared or were very substantially
transformed in the interval 1985-93.

It is easy to construct various types of revolutionary transitions, using
just three symbols: T (totalitarian regime), A (authoritarian regime), D

(democracy). We can depict various schemes of transition as T-D (from
totalitarian to democratic regime); T-A (from totalitarian to authoritarian

regime); T-A-D (from totalitarian to authoritarian and then to democratic

regime); etc.!!For example, it is possible to argue that in Turkmenistan the

development in 1985-93 was close to a model T-T, i.e. practically no

change occurred in the nature of the regime,'? whereas in Kazakhstan the

change corresponded more to a scheme T-A; i.e. a transition from

communist totalitarianism to post-communist authoritarianism.’* As I
indicated above, there seems to be no doubt that Estonia’s revolution in
1985-93 can be characterized as a T-D transition, i.e. a shift from

totalitarian to democratic political regime.

CENTRE AND PERIPHERY IN POST-COMMUNIST TRANSITIONS

By ’peripheral transitions’ I mean transitions which occurred in the

provinces and client states of the former Soviet empire. The Soviet bloc in

general was a centralized empire,* composed of wvarious territorial
"circles’ around the former 'metropolis’ (Russian heartland). Those circles
included ’old union republics’ (like the Ukraine), 'new republics’ (i.e.
acquisitions from the Second World War, like the Baltic states), client
states in Eastern Europe (Warsaw Pact countries), other communist client
states (like Cuba or Vietnam) and client states of communist orientation

(like Ethiopia).’> All the post-1985 transitions in the former Soviet bloc

(with the possible exception of Russia itself) were clearly classic

peripheral transitions. Even more, the over-centralized character of the

communist empire created substantial peripheral elements even in the
heartland — Russia — itself. During certain periods of Soviet disintegration
- especially in its final phase in 1990-91 — the Russian Federation acted
not like a metropolis, but as one of the many rebellious colonies of the
Kremlin. This strange schism between Moscow and the Kremlin proved in

the end to be fatal to the USSR.I6

Peripheral transitions within the Soviet context had certain specific
features. First of all they were unleashed by the centre (whether
intentionally or because of the miscalculation does not matter here).!” In

198688 Gorbachev often encouraged democratic trends in the republics,B
distancing himself from the local conservative communist leaders, and

leaving them at the mercy of the public hatred and pressures from below.
By 1988 Gorbachev had already signalled quite clearly that he would not

come to rescue the leaders of the republics’ puppet regimes if they were in
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trouble because of their continuing loyalty to the widely despised
centralized Soviet Union. In those circumstances the republican
communist elites chose the only option open to them: they tried to purge
the most discredited and repugnant public figures from their ranks and

legitimize themselves through supporting popular causes of autonomy or

independence.
Since public opinion in Estonia in 1988-91 was strongly in favour of

restoring an independent state outside the USSR, the struggle for
independence in Estonia largely coincided with the struggle for
democracy. Even more, the only serious counterforce to the drive to

independence inside Estonia — the movement of ethnic non-Estonians -

was largely anti-democratic and disparaged, because it was organized
under the red banners of communism. As a result, the pro-USSR Russian

organizations in Estonia alienated themselves not only from Westem

public opinion, but also from the democratic forces inRussia itself. It was

only in autumn 1993 (i.e. two years after the collapse of the USSR) that a

new and essentially non-communist (although not necessarily anti-

imperial) Russian movement started to obtain real political strength in

Estonia.

The peripheral character-of Estonia’s transition is further strengthened
by a number of additional legal and cultural factors. Since the

incorporation of Estonia and the other Baltic states into the Soviet Union

in 1940 was not recognized by the international community at large,
Estonia was never a Soviet republic in the legal sense; thus the

independent Republic of Estonia continued its ’legal existence’ after

1940.% There are also important cultural distinctions. For instance, Samuel

Huntington has recently emphasized that the Baltic states belong to

Western civilization whereas most of the other former Soviet nations
resemble Slavic-Orthodox or Islamic civilizations® — a point which very
much corresponds to popular belief in the Baltic area itself.

REVOLUTION FROM ABOVE,
REVOLT OF THE INTELLECTUALS,AND CALENDAR RIOTS

By Revolution from above 1 mean here radical reforms, introduced by
the leaders of a centralized communist state, which initiate a profound
transition in society: ’Perestroika is a major revolution initiated and

carried out primarily from above.’?

The initial phase of perestroika was not very visible in Estonia: the new

trends were at work quietly under the surface, whereas the Russification

was even getting stronger. Some authors have even said that stagnation
’was deepening’ in 1985-86 in Estonia.”? But however the final balance

sheet will ook, it seems that the change of leadership in Moscow was also

a first major turning-point for Estonia, putting pressure on local

communist authorities and creating preconditions for the next stage.
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The cause of democracy and human rights in Estonia was, for years
before perestroika, upheld by a brave group of dissidents (some of whom,
like Jiiri Kukk, died in the prison camps and many others spent years in

them).? The struggle for human rights and independence under Soviet rule

undoubtedly contributed to the final fall of the totalitarian system, but

without Gorbachev the downfall of the system could have come ten or

twenty years later. Boris Yeltsin has rightly said that had Gorbachev

chosen Chernenko’s way, ’the country’s natural resources and the people’s
patience would have outlasted his lifetime, long enough for him to have

lived the well-fed and happy life of the leader of a totalitarian state’.*

The next milestone may be identified as a revolt ofthe intellectuals. It

designates the activization of opposition not only in the dissident and
semi-dissident circles, but in the official mainstream cultural organizations
of a communist society (’creative unions’ of writers, composers, film-

makers, academies of sciences and universities), in intellectual journals,
and also in the general media. This stage is marked by conferences and

publications, where the previously loyal and obedient communist writers,
painters and scientists (many of them decorated by the state awards and

enjoying privileges of nomenklatura) started suddenly to distance

themselves from the most awkward practices of the system.
The course of such intellectual revolt in Estonia can be well charted by

the publication of the liberal monthly Vikerkaar, which first appeared in

July 1986, and started to print anti-establishment articles.” The revolt of
the intellectuals was also marked by the actions like the proposal of

September 1987 to achieve economic autonomy for Estonia within the

framework of the USSR and the joint meeting of the creative unions of

writers, artists, journalists, etc. on 1-2 April 1988, where the hardline

leadership of the Estonian branch of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union was openly challenged.?
The appearance of relatively large-scale anti-communist public

political demonstrations can be taken as another major turning-point in the

democratic transition. Very often these were the so-called calendar riots,
public meetings to mark some ’forbidden dates’ of history: past
declarations of independence, invasions, deportations, etc. The first

important ’calendar riot’ occurred in Estonia in August 1987 to mark the

anniversary of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet Pact, and was organized by a group of

former dissidents and other radical pro-independence activists.?’ It should

be mentioned also that some less politicized forms of public protest (for
example connected with environmental issues) had appeared already in

Estonia at the beginning of 1987 and even earlier.?

OPPOSITION MASS MOVEMENT AND

REORIENTATION OF THE RULING ELITE

One of the ingredients of post-communist transition is the

establishment of opposition mass movements. In Estonia the first truly
mass opposition movement was the Popular Front which emerged in the
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spring of 1988 and had its firstcongress in the fall of the same year.? The

Estonian Popular Front (like its counterparts in other Baltic states) was

able to mobilize a surprisingly high percentage of the population for mass

rallies. For example, in tiny Estonia with its 1.6 million residents, the

rallies on 17 June 1988 and 11 September 1988 were attended by 150,000
and 300,000 people respectively.*® On 23 August 1989 more than a million

people formed a human chain extending from Tallinn to Vilnius to mark

the anniversary of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet pact.3!
Reorientation о] the ruling elite means that the communist

nomenklatura becomes open 'ю pressures from below, because the

traditional feedback and repression mechanisms stop working, for reasons

already described. There were many signs of such reorientation of local
Estonian party/state bureaucracy in 1988, but perhaps the most visible

peak of this process was in November 1988, when the Supreme Soviet of
the Estonian SSR (’elected’ in February 1985,3 i.e. before the start of

perestroika) adopted a sovereignty declaration by a vote of 258 for, 1

against, 5 abstaining.3® The Estonian Supreme Soviet challenged the

Kremlin by declaring ’the supremacy’ of the laws of the Estonian SSR

over the legislation of the USSR.3*

PLURALIST QUASI-PARLIAMENT AND SYMBOLIC

DESTRUCTION OF THE OLD

By transition to pluralist quasi-parliament 1 understand here the

emergence of a legislature which (for the first time after long rule by
communist dictatorship) is formed through relatively free competitive
elections with the active, open participation of opposition candidates. I call

it ’quasi-parliament’ because the electoral process is not free in the

classical democratic sense: it is to a considerable extent constrained by the

existence of communist institutions and practices. For example, in the case

of Estonia the Supreme Council elections of 18 March 1990 took place
against the background of the continuing presence of the KGB, a

communist-party controlled Soviet army, a centralized system of

command economy, a not entirely free press, limited freedom of

international travel and communications, etc. The same factors also

overshadowed the elections to the Estonian Congress of 24 February 1990

(a peculiar alternative parliament, elected by the citizens of the pre-Second
World War Estonia and their descendants, i.e. excluding the Soviet-era

colonists).?
Many classical anti-monarchist revolutions sooner or later reached the

point of executing the ousted rulers, like Charles I of England or Louis

XVI of France. Killing a king was a ritual, marking the culmination of the

symbolic destruction of the old regime. Perhaps a similar ritual in anti-

communist revolutions is fulfilled by the destruction or humiliation of the

communist parties, which formed the heart and the essence of the old

political order. |
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The pro-Estonian wing of the republican Communist Party was already
seriously weakened by the beginning of 1990, but the pro-USSR wing
(dominated largely by ethnic Russians) maintained considerable power,
especially in the Russian-populated areas and large industrial centres. The

real symbolic destruction of the Communist Party as a specific institution

of the communist political system took place only in the wake of the

abortive August 1991 coup in Moscow, when the CPSU and a number of

other communist organizations were outlawed in Estonia.

DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTION AND ELECTIONS

The next two stages do not appear to present much conceptual trouble

and can here be mentioned quite briefly as ’first democratic constitution’
and ’first democratic elections’.

The first democratic constitution is here understood as a new

fundamental law of a previously communist state, a law that corresponds
to internationally accepted democratic norms, like Estonia’s Constitution,
adopted by referendum on 28 June 1992. The first democratic elections

can be interpreted as elections, taking place under the post-communist
democratic legislation, and matching the criteria of ’free and periodic
elections’.3® Estonia held post-communist parliamentary elections on 20

September 1992. Those elections resulted in the sweeping victory of the

right-wing and anti-communist forces.3” The democratic nature of

Estonia’s development was further confirmed, when Estonia was in May
1993 accepted to the membership of the Council of Europe.®® However,
questions about how deep, adequate and stable is Estonian democracy
were still often asked in 1992-93.39

It is only legitimate to speculate that the next possible landmark after

the initial completion of democratic transition could be some major
reverse shift, i.e. an electoral victory of the opposition forces, often led by
former Soviet-era middle-level economic managers and technocrats.

Those opposition forces usually advocate lowering the social cost of

economic transition, in the name of defending the interests of pensioners,
farmers, intellectuals, and other social groups who suffer most in the

upheaval. Real or alleged corruption among the new right-wing political
elite also helps to decrease the popularity of yesterday’s anti-communist

freedom-fighters. This reverse shift in fact reflects a further consolidation
of democracy, because all the main political forces have by now (sincerely
or not is another matter) accepted the democratic rules of the game.

In Estonia something like a reverse shift may have happened during the

October 1993 municipal elections when the ruling right-wing coalition

suffered a crushing defeat by the centrist opposition parties, especially in
the capital Tallinn.*

The main ’turning-points’ of the 1985-93 transition in Estonia are

shown in Table 1. Limited space does not allow me to speculate in detail
about the wider meaning of the above scheme. It is obvious that the
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turning-points of political transition from communism share certain

similarities with the turning-points in other revolutionary transitions.

Many revolutions are unleashed by reform from above; a new political
regime is consolidated either through democratic elections or through
newly established dictatorship, etc. Almost all revolutions suffer certain

reversals and setbacks. Charles Tilly has thoughtfully asserted that a

revolution has two components: a revolutionary situation and a

revolutionary outcome.*! The process of the post-communist transition is
far from being over: it may take years before we see a ’revolutionary
outcome’ and be able to locate the post-1985 transition in Estonia on the

general ‘map’ of revolutions and democratic transitions.
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